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PURPOSE. To evaluate the contrast sensitivity of a degenerate retina stimulated by a
photovoltaic subretinal prosthesis, and assess the impact of low contrast sensitivity on
transmission of visual information.
METHODS. We measure ex vivo the full-field contrast sensitivity of healthy rat retina stimulated
with white light, and the contrast sensitivity of degenerate rat retina stimulated with a
subretinal prosthesis at frequencies exceeding flicker fusion (>20 Hz). Effects of eye
movements on retinal ganglion cell (RGC) activity are simulated using a linear–nonlinear
model of the retina.
RESULTS. Retinal ganglion cells adapt to high frequency stimulation of constant intensity, and
respond transiently to changes in illumination of the implant, exhibiting responses to ON-sets,
OFF-sets, and both ON- and OFF-sets of light. The percentage of cells with an OFF response
decreases with progression of the degeneration, indicating that OFF responses are likely
mediated by photoreceptors. Prosthetic vision exhibits reduced contrast sensitivity and
dynamic range, with 65% contrast changes required to elicit responses, as compared to the 3%
(OFF) to 7% (ON) changes with visible light. The maximum number of action potentials
elicited with prosthetic stimulation is at most half of its natural counterpart for the ON
pathway. Our model predicts that for most visual scenes, contrast sensitivity of prosthetic
vision is insufficient for triggering RGC activity by fixational eye movements.
CONCLUSIONS. Contrast sensitivity of prosthetic vision is 10 times lower than normal, and
dynamic range is two times below natural. Low contrast sensitivity and lack of OFF responses
hamper delivery of visual information via a subretinal prosthesis.
Keywords: retinal prosthesis, retinal degeneration, electrophysiology

etinal degenerative diseases such as age-related macular
degeneration and retinitis pigmentosa are among the most
common causes of untreatable blindness in the developed
world.1 In these diseases, the image-capturing photoreceptors
degrade, while cells in the image-processing layers of the retina
can remain relatively intact,2–4 albeit with sometimes extensive
rewiring,5 allowing for the possibility of sight restoration via
electrical stimulation of these surviving neurons. The epiretinal
approach to retinal prostheses involves direct stimulation of the
retinal ganglion cells (RGCs),6 while the subretinal approach
primarily targets the bipolar cell layer.7 With both approaches,
prosthetic systems currently approved for clinical use involve
cumbersome implants wired to extraocular power supplies,
necessitating complex surgeries.
To address this issue, we developed a modular, easy-toimplant photovoltaic subretinal prosthesis system in which
power and visual information are delivered directly to each
pixel by light projected from video goggles.7–9 The light is
pulsed to provide biphasic charge-balanced stimulation10
required for electrochemical biocompatibility. Use of a nearinfrared (NIR) wavelength (880–915 nm) allows avoiding both

photophobic and phototoxic effects of bright illumination.
Processing of the visual signal between the camera and the
head-mounted display can be individually tailored to each
patient.
A recent study has demonstrated both ex and in vivo that
the resolution of this implant corresponds to its 65-lm pixel
pitch.11 However, it did not address the problem of delivering
multiple gray levels to the implant. In the present paper, we
therefore consider retinal responses to changes in luminance
over the array, comparing the full-field contrast sensitivity of
prosthetic stimulation of degenerate rat retina with that of
normal vision in healthy retinas. Since the contrast sensitivity
with subretinal electrical stimulation was found to be much
lower than normal, we explore through simulations the
implications of this finding for efficient delivery of visual
information.
In the case of normal vision, the statistics of natural scenes,
fixational eye movements (FEMs), and the contrast sensitivity of
RGCs are all well-tuned to each other and enable efficient
encoding of the visual signal.12,13 We show that the reduced
contrast sensitivity and lack of OFF responses in prosthetic
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vision introduces a mismatch in this encoding machinery. We
predict that the majority of FEMs cannot trigger RGC responses
with such low contrast sensitivity, which could explain image
fading at high stimulation frequencies in patients with
subretinal prostheses.14

METHODS
Implant Fabrication
We manufactured photovoltaic arrays on silicon-on-insulator
wafers using a six-mask lithographic process, as described
previously.15 To produce anodic-first pulses of electric current,
we reversed the n-doped and p-doped regions in the diodes
compared to the previous description. Photovoltaic arrays
consisted of 70- or 140-lm pixels, separated by 5-lm trenches.
Each pixel contained two photodiodes connected in series
between the active and return electrodes arranged in a
hexagonal array. A resistance between the active and return
electrodes helps discharge them between the light pulses, thus
achieving charge balance.

Electrophysiological Recordings
We obtained rats with retinal degeneration (P90–140, n ¼ 5;
p300–400, n ¼ 2) from a Royal College of Surgeons (RCS)
colony maintained at the Stanford Animal facility. Female LongEvans adult wild type (WT) rats (n ¼ 4) were purchased from
Charles River (Wilmington, MA, USA). All animals were housed
in a 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle with food and water ad
libitum. We conducted all experimental procedures in
accordance with the Stanford University and University of
California Santa Cruz institutional guidelines, and conformed to
the guidelines of the Association for Research in Vision and
Ophthalmology (ARVO) Statement for the Use of Animals in
Ophthalmic and Vision research.
The animals were euthanized (390 mg/mL pentobarbital
sodium, 50 mg/mL phenytoin sodium) before one eye was
enucleated. We isolated a small piece of retina (~3 3 3-mm)
and placed it on the 512-electrode recording array16 ganglion
cell side down. We recorded from one piece of retina per
animal. The photovoltaic array was then placed on top of the
retina, simulating a subretinal placement in vivo.7 We ensured
good contact between the retina and the stimulating and
recording arrays by carefully pressing down on the implant
with a plastic mesh. We perfused the retina with Ames solution
(Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO, USA) saturated in oxygen
and kept at 278C. Voltage waveforms were sampled and
recorded at 20 kHz on each of the 512 electrodes of the
recording array.16

Visual Stimulation
For evaluation of prosthesis-mediated vision, we activated the
photovoltaic array using a NIR projection system, which
consisted of a polarization-scrambled array of NIR (880 nm)
laser diodes coupled into a 400-lm multimode fiber (Dilas
M1F4S22-880.3-30C-SS2.1). We collimated the laser beam at the
output of the fiber and used a 28 divergence microlens array
diffuser to improve beam homogeneity. The beam was
projected onto the implant via the camera port of an inverted
microscope (Olympus IX-71, 53 objective; Olympus Corporation, Shinjiku, Tokyo, Japan). We controlled the timing, width,
and amplitude of the light using a National Instruments USB6353 data acquisition card (National Instruments, Austin, TX,
USA) and custom software.
For evaluation of the natural responses to visible light, we
projected the optically minified image of a 15’’ CRT screen
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(model Sony CPD-E100; Sony Corporation, Minato, Tokyo,
Japan) on the photoreceptor layer of a healthy retina through
the camera port of the inverted microscope. We modulated the
light intensity over the full field using randomized light pulses
drawn so as to keep a mean luminance level corresponding to
0.5 of the maximum brightness over the duration of the
stimulus. The light flux at the 0.5 gray background level was
equivalent to 19,000 photons/lm2/s produced by a monochromatic source of wavelength 515 nm. Each intensity step
lasted 0.5 seconds before a 0.5 second-long step to the
following intensity (Fig. 1A). We kept intensities between the
0.5  0.48 ¼ 0.02 and 0.5 þ 0.48 ¼ 0.98 levels, which
correspond to the limits of the range of intensities over which
we are able to modulate the pixels intensity on the CRT
linearly. We used n ¼ 100 trials for each intensity value in order
to detect deviations from the spontaneous firing rate that are
half its standard deviation or larger, with a P value of 0.01 and a
statistical power of 0.8, for which a minimum of n ¼ 94 trials is
required.17
For evaluation of responses to prosthetic stimulation, we
used a carrier waveform consisting of 20 Hz, 4-ms pulses of
NIR light. We modulated the envelope of the carrier waveform
using a square wave consisting of a 0.5 second-long maximum
value of 2.5 mW/mm2 (140-lm pixels) or 5 mW/mm2 (70-lm
pixels) followed by a 0.5 second-long OFF value randomly
selected from a predetermined list of values between 0 and the
maximum intensity (Fig. 1B). We used n ¼ 150 trials for each
intensity value, in order to maintain adequate statistical power
with increased noise levels due to electrical stimulation.
In addition to full-field light intensity steps, we stimulated
the WT retinas with a spatio-temporal white noise, which
allowed us to calculate spike triggered average (STA) response
of the detected RGCs.18 Time dependence of the calculated
STAs was used to classify cells into ON-center and OFF-center
types.19 The spatiotemporal monochromatic white noise
stimulus consisted of 100 3 60 square pixels with each pixel
70 lm on a side, refreshed every 33.33 ms. We randomly set
the relative intensity level for each pixel in each frame above or
below the 0.5 mean background level at 0.5 6 0.48. The
corresponding contrast, (Imax  Imin)/(Imax þ Imin), was
therefore 96%, where Imax and Imin are the maximum and
minimum intensities, respectively.

Data Analysis
For prosthetic stimulation data, we initially subtracted stimulation artifacts from the raw voltage traces recorded on the
electrode array and subsequently analyzed the data using
custom-written software.16 We estimated electrical stimulation
artifacts by averaging their shape over many (100þ) trials. The
average artifact shape was subsequently aligned to the raw
recordings and pointwise subtracted from them. This method
was sufficient for removal of the artifact immediately following
the pulse, but often insufficient for the artifact removal during
the light pulse; therefore, we blanked this phase during
processing of the recordings (Figs. 1C, 1D). As a consequence,
all possible direct stimulation of the RGCs (latency  1 ms)20
was ignored in our analysis.
We performed action potential detection by thresholding
the artifact-removed data. All action potential waveforms were
aligned to the time of maximum deflection from baseline, and
we performed dimensionality reduction on the waveforms by
principal component analysis, prior to expectation-maximization clustering.16,21 For each putative neuron, we calculated
the electrophysiological image (EI) of the neuron, that is, the
average voltage waveform recorded on the whole multielectrode array when the neuron produced an action potential.22–24 We discarded neurons exhibiting abnormal EIs from
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FIGURE 1. Stimulation protocol. (A) With visible illumination, contrast steps are presented using continuous illumination. (B) Prosthetic stimulation
consists of contrast steps with the same envelope modulating a 20-Hz train of NIR pulses. (C, D) Voltage traces from two different electrodes. Note
that the periodic ‘‘quiet’’ regions in these traces coincide with the removed stimulation artifacts during which information about the waveform was
lost due to amplifier saturation. (C) Two neurons were detected on this electrode, one of which (larger amplitude action potentials) responded
transiently to the positive contrast step while the other (smaller action potentials) did not respond to stimulation. (D) On this electrode, neurons
transiently respond both to the positive and the negative contrast steps.

the analysis, as well as neurons for which violations of the
refractory period occurred within the action potential train.
Finally, we removed neurons with the same EI from the
analysis, as they correspond to redundant detections of a single
neuron over multiple electrodes, and only the putative neuron
with the largest action potential count was kept. The neuron
selection process is described in more details in the
literature.7,11
For each contrast step, we constructed peristimulus time
histograms (PSTHs) by binning action potentials over 5-ms
periods and averaging over 100 (visible) or 150 (prosthesis)
trials. We used the Michelson definition for contrast (Ipost 
Ipre)/(Ipost þ Ipre), where Ipre is the luminance (or peak
intensity for prosthetic stimulation) precontrast step and Ipost
is the luminance postcontrast step. We defined the steadystate retinal activity as the firing rate over the 300- to 500-ms
period post stimulus. For visible light stimulation, we
compared the steady-state activity to the activity in the 50
to 150 ms following each contrast step. The amplitude of the
response was quantified as the positive variation from steadystate activity in number of action potentials. For prosthetic
stimulation, latency of the elicited action potentials was
shorter than for visual stimulation,7 likely because electrical
stimulation bypasses the slow phototransduction cascade.
Therefore, steady-state activity was compared to the activity
in the 5 to 100 ms following each contrast step. All neurons
that did not respond to at least one value of contrast change
with an average of 0.5 action potential elicited per trial were
considered nonresponsive and were discarded from the
analysis. We included in the analysis the experimental
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preparations in which at least 10 RGCs underneath the
implant responded to 100% contrast steps over the full field.
For each neuron, we plotted the number of elicited action
potentials versus amplitude of the contrast step and fitted the
resulting curves with two generalized sigmoid functions, one
for the OFF component of the response and the other for the
ON component, such that:
8
< r ¼ f ðlog  c; sl ; ll ; rl ; ql Þ if c < 0
r¼0
if c ¼ 0
:
if c > 0
r ¼ f ðlog c; sl ; lr ; rr ; qr Þ
where f ðx; s; l; r; qÞ ¼ sð1 þ eðxlÞ=r Þq , c is the contrast and
r the response of the neuron.
We defined the stimulation threshold as a 50% probability of
eliciting an action potential, as estimated from the generalized
sigmoid fit. We classified neurons that responded primarily to
luminance increments with prosthetic stimulation as electrical
ON cells, neurons that responded primarily to luminance
decrements as electrical OFF cells and neurons that responded
to both luminance increments and decrements as eON-OFF
cells. The classification was based on three ranges of the ratio
of max(ON response)/max(OFF response): <1/3  eOFF, [1/3,
3]  eON-OFF and >3  eON.

RESULTS
RGC Responses to Contrast Steps
In normal retina, visual information is transduced by the
photoreceptors, further processed in the inner nuclear layer
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FIGURE 2. Single-unit responses to contrast steps. (B) vON, (C) vON-OFF, and (D) vOFF responses to (A) full-field contrast steps observed with
visible light in the WT retina. Neurons responded to both high and low contrast steps. Similar (E) eON, (F) eON-OFF, and weak (G) eOFF responses
observed with electrical stimulation in the degenerate RCS retina. With electrical stimulation, neurons did not respond to lower contrast steps. The
periodic gaps in the histograms are due to electrical stimulation artifacts, which prevent detection of action potentials during the stimulation pulses.

and ultimately transmitted to the RGCs, which relay it to the
brain. The receptive fields of different RGC types form
complementary mosaics over the retinal surface.19,25–28 Very
generally, RGCs respond to changes in luminance by generating action potentials in response to light increments (ONcells), or decrements (OFF-cells), or both increments and
decrements in illumination (ON-OFF cells).29 In this study, we
did not classify RGCs by their direction-of-motion or objectmotion selectivity.30,31
To measure contrast sensitivity of the healthy (WT, Long
Evans) rat retina, we projected full-field visible light steps of
varying amplitude on the photoreceptor layer. We projected
similar patterns on a photovoltaic implant pressed on the
photoreceptor side of WT and degenerate (RCS) rat retina
using high frequency NIR illumination (Methods and Fig. 1).
We recorded from n ¼ 360 neurons for visible light stimulation
of the WT retina, n ¼ 75 neurons for prosthetic stimulation of
the WT retina, n ¼ 91 neurons for prosthetic stimulation of the
P90–140 RCS retina using 70-lm pixel size implants, n ¼ 65
neurons for prosthetic stimulation of the P90–140 RCS retina
using 140-lm pixel size implants, and n ¼ 28 neurons for
prosthetic stimulation of the P300–400 RCS retina using 140lm pixel size implants. Responses to both visible light
stimulation and NIR stimulation could be classified as ON,
OFF, or ON-OFF (Methods and Fig. 2). We will denote visible
light responses as vON (Fig. 2B), vON-OFF (Fig. 2C), and vOFF
(Fig. 2D) in the rest of the text in order to distinguish them
from their prosthetic counterparts, electrical eON (Fig. 2E),
eON-OFF (Fig. 2F), and rare, weak eOFF (Fig. 2G, n ¼ 9/75
neurons for WT retina and n ¼ 2/184 neurons for RCS retina).

Responses to prosthetic stimulation exhibited shorter
latencies than responses to visible light (typical latency of 5–
100 ms following the contrast step, as compared to latencies of
50–150 ms for visible light stimulation), likely because
prosthetic stimulation bypasses the slow phototransduction
cascade.7 The ratio of prosthetic stimulation thresholds
between ON-center and OFF-RGCs in WT retinas was 1.24 6
0.31 (mean 6 SEM), not substantially different between the
two cell classes.
The proportion of eON, eOFF, and eON-OFF responses
varied significantly between healthy and degenerate animals, as
well as between RCS animals at different stages of degeneration. For WT animals, purely eON responses accounted for 32%
of the responsive neurons we recorded from. For p90–140 RCS
animals, this fraction went up to 68% and for p300–400
animals, 89% of the responses to electrical stimulation did not
have any OFF component anymore (Table 1). In the WT retina,
among OFF-center RGCs (identified from a binary white noise
stimulus, Methods), 56% responded as purely eON, while 22%
responded as eON-OFF and 22% as eOFF cells. ON-center RGCs
responded primarily (83%) as eON-OFF cells, with another 14%
responding as eON cells and the other 3% responding as eOFF
cells (Table 2).
The reduction in the fraction of eOFF responses with time
indicates photoreceptor involvement in their generation.
Histologic analysis of the WT and RCS retina (Fig. 3) reveals
that while the photoreceptor outer segments have degenerated
by P90 in the RCS retina, a significant fraction of the
photoreceptor somas remain, which could account for the
remaining eOFF responses at P90. At P400, the photoreceptor
somas are virtually all gone, as is the eOFF component of the
response.

TABLE 1. Prevalence of eON, eOFF, and eON-OFF Responses in
Different Animal Models

eON, %
eON-OFF, %
eOFF, %
Cell count

WT

RCS,
p90–140

RCS,
p300–400

32
56
12
75

68
30
2
156

89
7
4
28
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TABLE 2. Mapping Visible Light Responses to Prosthetic Responses

eON, %
eON-OFF, %
eOFF, %

OFF-Center

ON-Center

56
22
22

14
83
3
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FIGURE 3. Histologic analysis of the RCS rat retina. (A) In the healthy WT retina, photoreceptor outer segments (OS) transduce light and modulate
the membrane potential of photoreceptor somas located in the outer nuclear layer (ONL). Photoreceptors transmit neural information to cells in the
inner nuclear layer (INL), which then relay it to the ganglion cells (GCL). (B) In the P90 RCS retina, the outer segments have been replaced by
debris, and only a fraction of the photoreceptors somas remain in the INL. (C) At P400, all the photoreceptor somas are gone from the RCS retina
and only the INL and GCL remain. Scale bar: 50 lm.

Contrast Sensitivity of the Retinal Response to
Prosthetic Stimulation
Plotting the mean population response to contrast steps (Fig.
4) reveals two striking features of prosthetic vision, compared
to natural light responses: (1) dynamic range of the responses
is considerably reduced and (2) very large contrast steps are
required to elicit reliable responses in the RGCs.
We defined stimulation thresholds as a 50% probability of
eliciting an action potential7,11,32,33 (Methods). For visible light

stimulation, the mean stimulation threshold was 7% positive
contrast for vON cells, and 3% negative contrast for vOFF cells.
When stimulating p90–140 and p300–400 RCS retina with
either 70-lm or 140-lm pixel size implants, stimulation
threshold was measured to be between 56% (p300–400 RCS
retina, 140 lm pixels) and 70% (p90–140 RCS retina, 140 lm
pixels) contrast. Maximum amplitude of the response was on
average 3.6 action potentials per contrast step for vON
responses of the WT retina and 7.2 action potentials per
contrast step for vOFF responses (Fig. 4A). Amplitude of the

FIGURE 4. Mean population responses to contrast steps. (A) Wild type responses to visible full field light steps could broadly be classified into vON
(red), vOFF (blue), and vON-OFF (purple) responses. The black dashed line outlines the stimulation threshold, defined as a 50% probability of
eliciting an action potential correlated with the contrast step. On average, ON cells responded to contrast increments greater than 7%, while OFF
cells responded to contrast decrements as small as 3%. (B) Photovoltaic stimulation of p90–140 RCS retina with 70-lm pixel implants requires 67%
contrast steps to elicit responses in the RGCs. Maximum amplitude of the response is lower than with visible light in the WT retina. Contrast
sensitivity curves are very similar with (C) 140-lm pixels used to stimulate p90–140 RCS retina and (D) in advanced stages of retinal degeneration
(p300–400 RCS rats). Confidence band represents the standard error of the mean.
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FIGURE 5. Effect of reduced contrast sensitivity on perception of one-dimensional patterns. The average local luminance is estimated by convolving
the light pattern (top row) with a blurring kernel defined by the distribution of eye movements (middle row). The resulting local contrast is
estimated and compared to full-field contrast stimulation thresholds (bottom row). Red shaded area: above threshold for prosthetic stimulation;
blue shaded area: above threshold for visible light stimulation. (A) In the case of a step, the local contrast between the image and the average local
luminance is below the threshold for infinitesimal eye movements (solid green line). Only large displacements of the visual scene will result in a
sufficiently large contrast between the average local luminance and the visual scene to trigger responses (dashed green line, corresponding to a 90lm lateral displacement also indicated on the blurring kernel). (B) In the case of a line, the pattern is sparse enough to provide contrast exceeding
stimulation threshold for both natural and prosthetic vision even with small image displacements.

response was significantly reduced with prosthetic stimulation
of degenerate tissue, with only 1.2 action potentials per
contrast step for stimulation of p90–140 RCS, in the eON
response. Since eOFF and eON-OFF responses in degenerate
tissue largely disappear at the later phases of degeneration, we
will ignore the few neurons that were detected as eOFF or
eON-OFF in RCS tissue in further analysis.
We did not observe a significant change in contrast
sensitivity thresholds or amplitude of the response of RCS
retina to prosthetic stimulation with age (Figs. 4C, 4D; P ¼ 0.21
and P ¼ 0.27 for a change in contrast sensitivity and amplitude,
respectively, 2-sample KS test), or with the size of the
stimulating pixel (Figs. 4B, 4C; P ¼ 0.66, 2-sample KS test):
1.2 action potentials were elicited per contrast step in p90–140
RCS retina with both 70- and 140-lm pixels, and 1.5 action
potentials elicited in p300–400 RCS retina with 140-lm pixels.
This result suggests that while pixel size affects stimulation
thresholds,8,34 it might not influence significantly the contrast
sensitivity once the irradiance is modulated around a constant
adaptation level far above stimulation threshold.

Delivering Visual Information With a Subretinal
Prosthesis
Visual perception of brightness is determined primarily by
local spatio-temporal contrast of the visual stimulus.13,35,36
During visual fixation of a static scene, the retina locally adapts
to the average luminance over the course of a few hundred
milliseconds.37 Retinal ganglion cells then respond to local
changes in contrast triggered by ocular movements such as
microsaccades, drift, and ocular tremor. It has been hypothesized that ocular movements prevent perceptual fading by
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continuously stimulating neurons that respond transiently to
stimuli38 and contribute to encoding of visual scenes.13
Fixational eye movements transform static spatial modulation in luminance in images into temporal modulation of
luminance on the retina. Recent studies12,13 have shown that
the statistical properties of FEMs are well tuned to the statistics
of natural scenes and perform whitening of spatial frequencies
below 30 cycles per degree—the resolution limit of a typical
human eye. Contrast sensitivities of RGCs are, in turn, well
adapted to the resulting spatio-temporal patterns of light on
the retina, producing robust RGC responses. Prosthetic vision
exhibits much lower full-field contrast sensitivity and a lack of
OFF responses, which is likely to disrupt these finely tuned
fixational mechanisms.
To illustrate the effect of reduced contrast sensitivity on the
ability of the retina to encode visual information, we
considered a one-dimensional step in intensity (Fig. 5A, top
panel) and estimated the contrast between the light pattern
and the static component of the retinal image caused by visual
fixation.12 This static component, the local average luminance,
was obtained by convolution of the light step with a blurring
kernel defined by the distribution of eye movements (Fig. 5A,
middle panel). The underlying assumption is that the
amplitude of FEMs determines the spatial scale over which
the average luminance on the retina is determined. Amplitude
of the blurring kernel decreases proportionally to one minus
the cumulative distribution function of microsaccades39 and
the probability distribution function of microsaccade amplitude is modeled as a gamma distribution, with shape parameter
2 and scale parameter 0.158.
The maximum positive contrast between a step pattern and
its local average luminance is 1/3, independently of the width
of the blurring kernel (Fig. 5A, lower panel), much lower than
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FIGURE 6. Prosthetic response to a natural scene. (A) Local contrast changes in a natural scene are large enough to elicit robust RGC responses with
normal vision. With prosthetic stimulation, they are insufficient to enable image refresh through microsaccades for implants with both (B) 50-lm
pixels and (C) 150-lm pixels.

the contrast stimulation threshold with prosthetic vision. Large
lateral displacements of the pattern—on the order of the size
of the blurring kernel—are required to cause a 60% change in
local contrast. In other words, only large and rare microsaccadic eye movements can trigger a sufficient change in
luminance for eliciting retinal activity.
To guarantee that any displacement of the image will trigger
an ON response in a system with contrast sensitivity c, a binary
image should be at least locally x-sparse, where x ¼ (1  c)/(1 þ
c) on the spatial scale of the luminance averaging. In the onedimensional case, a thin line meets this criterion (Fig. 5B), so
any small displacement of the pattern can introduce sufficient
changes in the local contrast to trigger a response. For
prosthetic vision with contrast sensitivity thresholds around
60%, this criterion means that binary images should be at least
locally 25% sparse to efficiently deliver visual information. The
more images deviate from this criterion, the less retinal activity
will be elicited by the temporal changes in luminance
produced by FEMs.
Most static visual scenes in general, and natural scenes in
particular, fail to meet such a local sparsity constraint. We
exemplified this by simulating the response of prosthetic
vision to natural images (Fig. 6) using a convolutional linear–
nonlinear (LN) model of RGCs.40,41 After blurring the image by
convolution with the eye movement kernel (second column in
Fig. 6), we calculated the contrast between the static
component of the retinal image and the natural scene (Fig. 6,
third column). Previously experimentally measured contrast
sensitivity curves were used to convert the local contrast into
RGC firing rates (Fig. 6, fourth column). With a complete
characterization of the spatial dependence of contrast sensitivity of prosthetic vision, this model could be expanded to
take into account the multiple spatial scales present in visual
scenes and could lead to more accurate predictions.
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For simulation of normal vision, we used an image with the
spatial resolution of the fovea (5-lm pixel pitch on the retina,
Fig. 6A). For simulation of prosthetic responses, images were
first down-sampled by the pixel size in order to reflect the
expected spatial resolution of the implant.11 Therefore, we
used a 50-lm and a 150-lm square lattice sampling density and
contrast sensitivity curves as measured with the prosthesis
(Figs. 6B, 6C). In the case of natural vision, this simple model
predicts strong responses localized, as expected, around the
edges and textured areas. However, in the case of prosthetic
vision, it predicts almost no responses due to its poor contrast
sensitivity to ON stimulation and lack of OFF responses.

DISCUSSION
Bypassing the photoreceptors with subretinal electrical stimulation has strong implications on contrast sensitivity and
dynamic range of prosthetic vision. Light stimulation of the
photoreceptors leverages a finely tuned amplification cascade
that can trigger responses to very dim illumination (a few
photons only42,43), or to minute changes in contrast.44
Prosthetic subretinal stimulation of the inner nuclear layer in
the degenerate retina elicits responses with, at best, twice
smaller amplitude and 10 times lower contrast sensitivity than
normal.
While electrical stimulation of the healthy retina exhibits at
least three types of responses to contrast steps (eON, eOFF,
and eON-OFF), the eOFF component can be explained by
electrical stimulation of the photoreceptor layer. If only
photoreceptors, bipolar, and RGCs were involved in the
response to full-field contrast steps, electrical stimulation of
the photoreceptors should depolarize them, thereby triggering
action potentials and therefore apparent ON response in the
OFF pathway at the onset of electrical stimulation. When
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electrical stimulation stops, the photoreceptors should hyperpolarize again, causing an electrical OFF response in the ON
pathway this time. With full-field stimulation of the rat retina,
additional amacrine cell–mediated network effects further
complicate the response. This makes it difficult to pharmacologically dissect the mechanisms behind the electrical OFF
response. However, its progressive and almost complete
disappearance with advancing degeneration, correlated with
disappearance of the photoreceptors in the RCS retina,
strongly indicates that it is indeed mediated by photoreceptors.
We did not observe a difference in contrast sensitivity
between implants with 70-lm and 140-lm pixels, indicative
that while stimulation thresholds are affected by pixel size,8,34
the contrast sensitivity function itself does not change once the
retina adapts to above-threshold stimulation levels at high
frequency (>20 Hz). The contrast sensitivity we measured
matches values previously observed in vivo,34 and, importantly,
it did not decline with age of the degenerate retinas (p90–140
vs. p300–400) despite the expected changes in the retinal
network.45
Subretinal stimulation preserves a few important features of
retinal signal processing, such as flicker fusion and transient
responses to slower changes in luminance, as well as nonlinear
integration across subunits of RGCs with large receptive
fields.11 However, disappearance of the electrical OFF responses means that both the ON and OFF pathways are activated
simultaneously, a very unnatural stimulation paradigm. Indiscriminate activation of all the cells in the inner nuclear layer is
likely to contribute to reduced contrast sensitivity since both
excitatory bipolar and inhibitory amacrine cells could be
driven by the prosthesis. It remains unclear how this
phenomenon affects phosphene perception, since current
clinical trials with subretinal prosthesis demonstrated that
patients see phosphenes primarily as light rather than dark
flashes, and can perceive patterns of stimulation.14
The full-field measurements of contrast sensitivity we
conducted do not take into account contrast improvements
at higher spatial frequencies due to center-surround effects in
normal vision.46 It is reasonable to expect this effect to be less
pronounced with a subretinal prosthesis than with normal
vision since horizontal cells responsible for part of the centersurround effects in the retina are thought to only synapse
directly onto photoreceptors, which disappear with degeneration, and not bipolar cells.47 Therefore, only lateral inhibition
from the amacrine cells should be able to contribute to centersurround effects with subretinal prosthetic stimulation.
Contrast sensitivity of the system with patterned stimulation48,49 is also strongly affected by configuration of the return
electrodes, and implants with distant returns exhibit significantly lower electrical contrasts as compared to implants with
local returns, such as those used in this study.
Making predictions about the human visual system based on
measurements with a degenerate rat retina is difficult, given
the major differences between the visual systems of the two
species. The midget, parasol, and small bistratified cells that
dominate the human visual pathways50 have no anatomical
equivalence in rat. It is possible that the magnocellularprojecting parasol cells would have higher contrast sensitivities
than the values we observed in rats. In addition, differences in
the rate and extent of retinal degeneration between humans
and various animal models make it even more difficult to
predict responses to electrical stimulation in human patients.
An important consequence of the reduced contrast
sensitivity and lack of OFF responses with prosthetic vision
is that efficiency of FEMs for image refreshing and prevention
of perceptual fading13,38 is greatly diminished, compared to
natural vision. While it is possible to deliver information with
relatively high spatial content through the implant,11 most
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static visual scenes are not sparse enough to elicit responses in
RGCs with FEMs alone. This phenomenon could be responsible for the perceptual fading at high stimulation frequencies
reported in patients with the subretinal implant Alpha-IMS,
when FEMs that appear normal with the implant turned on51
would be expected to trigger retinal responses. Patients prefer
stimulation frequencies not exceeding 7 Hz51,52—well below
the flicker fusion frequency, so the pulses introduce strong
temporal contrast in the visual pattern. Lack of contrast
sensitivity appears to be an important limitation of subretinal
prosthetic devices that can strongly impede their ability to
deliver visual information efficiently to the brain. This could be
partially mitigated by preprocessing of the images between the
camera and the implant, which by increasing local image
sparsity could bring local contrast above stimulation thresholds.
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